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About This Game

Remember to try the Demo first.

Join the menagerie in Four Realms, an action-strategy RPG in an animal filled fantasy world. Customize your Spell Book, then
construct contraptions, transform targets, sling spells, and summon creatures on a quest of grand adventure.

An unnatural force commands the Wild Magic to creep across the land, causing beast to turn on beast. Only a Warden can unite
the animal kingdoms and put an end to this menace.

Features

Customization: Personal spell lists in the spirit of collectible card games.

Action: A grand adventure with combat, puzzles, and platforming.

Variety: A large selection of playable characters and spells.

Replayablility: Randomly generated world with rogue-lite qualities.

Personalization: Equipment to tailor-make unique Wardens.
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this game I give 10 out of 10 becaues it fun i want a redux of all 2 game or a new game it fun. Bad
SKIN costs 2 $. The only thing I can do in this game is jump directly into beams, especially right after hitting level 2. I have
played 144 sessions averaging 4 seconds long. 10/10 too hard for me. Get it on sale, I’d say it’s worth $5.. it was like $2 and i
like silly golf games so why not. well ill tell you why not. the game runs at 5 frames. i run just cause 3 at a solid 50fps. why 5
frames. its like playing the game through skype screen share. just dont save yourself. i got through 2 wholes before i said screw
it. I came in this, thinking "Oh, another Choose your Own Adventure game, I have a couple Hours to kill." These words, have
never rung so falsley, I have played my fair share of CYOA, and almost all of them, span for only around three hours at most,
normally with a second playthrough. But this behemoth, this magnificent behemoth of a game, clocked in at over seventeen
hours.

To be honest, I bought this purely because I bought Safe Haven first, and now playing this game, it was well worth the money,
all the characters where likable, even Heather and Devlin the two who were made to be unlikable still came across as charming
characters with their flaws and it only made the losses of any character that more painful. Even token side characters who you
knew were destined to be in the story for at most two chapters still were loveable and if anything because of their shortness the
loss of them in the story resounded so much more, with such little development compared to characters like Emma or Heather,
it made me feel even more, wanting to know more about them, how they survived, did they want that damn Truck. Each
character really feels like just that, a character to love and cherish.

And this is all pulled together through amazing writing, few times did I notice a rehashed line, the only exception with choosing
a loudout, though that is to be forgiven since you are experimenting with loudouts quite often, how many times can they
describe a fifty foot coil of rope? Not too many times I imagine. But all thsi writing would be wasted on without a good
overarching narrative. And did it have one? Yeah.

It is generic, by lord is it generic, but the writing style makes up for it and genericisim is never a bad thing. If done right it can
become a great literary tool, something this honestly is. But overall, Ten out of Ten would play again.. oh great, i bought this on
steam sale as well - another buggy POS from neocore (that predates arthur). wonderful.. Ami vreau bani anapoi golanilor ka ami
trebuie viar shi eu nam dalea ca e scupe golanii dracului ce suntetzi, voi nu stitzi kum e sha traieshti an romania ka aiki nai bani
de o paine shi un pateu ka al dai pe tzigari shi voit vretzi sami iau viar? sami datzi bani anapoi, SA VINA DOMNUL
IOHANNIS!
va pwp, astept banii inapoi ba..
. This is a very entertaining game, and can be frustrating at times as well. The game is a fun interactive puzzle, that keeps getting
more complex and in depth as you progress. The game runs smooth for the most part, with only minor issues, such as sudden
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control delay or no response to controls at all for a short time. Aside from that, it is good for the thinker type. I enjoy games like
Myst and The Longest Journey from back when, but it seems those types of games are hard to find, so this is a good substitute.

Some levels are very confusing and seem to make no sense at first, but it seems each one has a solution, lol. I found a couple of
levels that I do not think I finished the proper way, but have completed them non-the-less. I recommend this game for casuals
that enjoy thinking games, not just action, shoot 'em up games.. RPG for no one
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Great game!. gt;end up with a sad ended at first try.
>will try again later.. I love Asian Style and I Love this pack!. hey thats pretty good. The best character in the game. Treasure
Adventure Game was easily my favorite game of 2011 and I've been waiting for this since it was announced. So far I'm not
disappointed. Seems they did a great job of overhauling the visuals while still making it feel like a consistent world. I'm looking
forward to working my way through the rest of the story and experiencing new art, new music, and likely some new puzzles and
monsters to best.. ahah I love how badass this prest can be!!
graphism are just ok but story is pretty nice, I'll try the book after the game ;)
I'm a big riddles fan and the 3 or 4 last puzzles are tricky but I loved them
a classic adventures game with no special gameplay but Latin sub are a pretty fun feature!. The game looks and feels very good!
There are some flaws, but the Devs seem very active and keep contact the the community. Personally I think that this game has
the nicest graphics of the big 4 VR shooters. Give it a try!. does not work on linux
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